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Secure by design, Nfield is the
world’s only Online survey system
certified to international data
security ISO 27001:2013 standards
and compliant with local data
legislation, including GDPR.

Attractive
mobile surveys
Respondent attention spans are shorter than they’ve ever been, which
means first impressions are vital for research success. Nfield Online is
coupled with a survey template that is optimized by NIPO to deliver an
effortless respondent experience, which encourages completion of every
survey.

Attractive default survey design
The Nfield survey template automatically renders all surveys in an
attractive, fresh design which maximizes their likelihood of completion.
You can be confident your respondents will receive good-looking, inviting
surveys, without you having to put time and effort into design and
optimization.
The template contains a multitude of attractive pre-defined question
types, such as rating and slider questions, to name just two. This enables
you to select from the full choice of question types, from the most
popular to the least common, complete with their variations, for every
survey you create.
Essentially, every question type offered is fully mobile responsive, thereby
ensuring every question is presented in the right format on every desktop,
tablet and smartphone screen. All of this is provided as standard.
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Customized branding and more
The default survey design automatically wraps your surveys in a
professional presentation consistent with the highest standards of survey
research. This makes it a convenient and appropriate solution for most
occasions. But if required, you can raise the bar even higher through
customization.
Two types of customization can be done via common web development
techniques such as HTML5, JavaScript and CSS. The first type includes
changes of colors, logos, pictures and thank-you pages. These can easily
be achieved on the spot by experienced scripters. The second type
covers more progressive changes such as alterations of a question type’s
functions or even completely remaking a question type. This requires
more time for implementation.
Whatever changes you want to make, the good news is there are no limits
to how much you can tailor your surveys.

Nfield Online can go as far as your imagination and your ambition.
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Smartphone, tablet, desktop
Nfield’s template has been primed to deliver perfect presentation of
survey questions on every smartphone, tablet and desktop screen.
Each question type has been extensively tested by NIPO to optimize its
presentation across a vast array of devices. When using Nfield Online, it
takes just one click to ensure your surveys look their best on all kinds of
devices and screen sizes, from many different manufacturers.
Question types

Open questions
Numeric questions with sum options
Single/multi-coded questions
Various interactive slider questions
Matrix questions
Star/image ratings
Drag and drop questions
Interactive calendar questions
Audio/video playback
and more..
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Modern,
user-friendly
management
Nobody wants their work to be held back by outdated technology.
That’s why we’ve created the Nfield Online Manager to meet modern
day expectations when it comes to survey setup and management. Once
you’ve figured out what you want from your survey, this integrated tool
lets you get on with actioning your plans, easily and efficiently.
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Easy for everyone to use, anywhere
The Nfield Online Manager is a superbly user-friendly interface that
guides you all the way through the survey setup process. Step-by-step
bookmarks take you from starting a new project, though uploading media
files and email contacts, to publishing the survey. Everything is arranged
in a logical manner and is easily understandable by any professional
market researcher.
The Nfield Online Manager runs in the cloud, which means you, and any
other users you grant access, can work from any corner of the world. An
internet connection together with your password are all you need to get
down to business.


Note

A part of the Nfield Online Manager is a doit-yourself composing tool that enables to
create a survey without the help of scripters.

The Nfield Online

User-friendly, logically arranged interface

interface

Multiple user levels with different access rights
System default and survey specific settings
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Richly
featured, fully
customizable
questionnaires
Being able to ask the questions you want, in the right way, is the key to
really successful research. Nfield Online puts the full range of question
types and questionnaire possibilities at your fingertips. Depending on
the level of complexity and customization you need, you can utilize two
different methods for tailoring your perfect questionnaire.
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…via scripting

…via our Drag and Drop Tool

The scripting used to compose Nfield Online survey structure gives you

For other surveys – such as those which are short, and simple– scripting

the highest level of flexibility and customization. It offers you a million

is an unnecessary process. Nfield Online is therefore equipped with a do-

ways how to compose a questionnaire! Scripting is therefore the most

it-yourself Drag and Drop Tool for these types of surveys. Via the Nfield

suitable method for creating the complex, extensive and multi-language

Online Manager, you can instantly create your survey structure simply by

surveys typically required for professional market research.

selecting question types from a pre-set list. So there’s no need to engage
help from scripters.

Nfield’s questionnaire is composed using NIPO’s ODIN language, which
scripters all around the world praise as one of the easiest to learn and

You can use this composing tool to select question types and order,

migrate to. Scripters are especially enthusiastic about the ability to create

upload images, and set up the survey’s quota targets. It’s a perfect

scripts offline and a hands-on NIPO ODIN Developer tool that makes

solution for straightforward surveys.

scripting faster. Once the script is ready, it’s shared with the market
researcher.

“We especially like the powerful scripting capability. It needs
minimum scripter resource to handle heavy survey design/
scripting load.” – CTR, China

Questionnaire

Routing

logic

Filtering
Masking
Piping
Looping
Nested loops
Randomization
Rotation
Flipping
Validation logic
Custom modelling
(only scripting)
Multi-language
(only scripting)
and more..
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Full control of
your survey
distribution
Successfully distributing online surveys means overcoming a number of
present day challenges such as shorter recipient attention span, loss of
direct contact and risk of being classed as spam. Nfield Online is designed
to help professional market researchers tackle all these challenges in the

Social Media

most efficient way.

Websites
Email

Tracking
and reminders
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No tracking

Distribution methods to meet your needs

Attention-grabbing invitations

Nfield Online offers two modes of survey distribution, both of which are

The large volume of emails your recipients probably receive each day

compatible with quota control. You can choose the level of control or

means there is a lot of competition for their attention. If you want them

openness that best suits your needs.

to open your invitation, you need to be sure it’s presented in a way which
encourages this.



Open survey distribution can boost the organic reach of

your surveys. The survey is publicly displayed across different

Nfield Online includes a default optimized email invitation template

channels which may include email invitations, social media

which is designed to prompt recipients to engage. Via the Nfield Online

posts or printed materials. While the openness of this type of

Manager, you can easily personalize it with your own texts and pictures.

survey distribution increases the range of respondents, it also

If you prefer, you can also design your own email invitation and simply

makes it impossible to track recipient engagement. You don’t

paste its HTML into our template, also via the Nfield Online Manager.

know all the recipients the survey has reached, or who has
already completed it, so cannot send reminders to those who

The Nfield Online invitation template is set up to give you a head-start

have received but not completed.

when it comes to email reputation. This is explained in detail in the
following section.



Closed survey distribution gives you full control over the

survey’s distribution. The survey is shared only with your chosen
recipients via an email invitation. Each recipient is linked to
a unique URL key that enables you to track things such as
whether the recipient started, paused or completed the survey.
This allows you to send out reminders at different levels of the
survey’s completion.
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Making sure your invitations get seen
Avoiding being classed as spam is majorly important for ensuring
recipients actually see your survey invitations. This is where email
reputation comes in. Email reputation is a rating which determines
whether your invitations get delivered to recipients’ inboxes, spam
folders or are completely blocked from getting through. A good reputation
is therefore vital for research success, because if you have a bad one your
survey invitations simply won’t be seen.
Because having a good email reputation is so crucial for your online
research success, we’ve paid a lot of attention to this matter. Nfield
Online invitation templates are therefore automatically equipped with
features such as an unsubscribe link, as this contributes to building and
maintaining a good email reputation for your Nfield survey domain.
While we do everything we can to protect and bolster your email
reputation, it’s important to know that your own actions and practices
are also hugely influential and we cannot control this aspect. So while
Nfield gives you the best possible start, your eventual email reputation
is ultimately in your own hands. To help our customers get a grasp of
best practices, we have compiled a detailed guide of ‘How to build and
maintain a good reputation’, and our Support Team is always ready to
assist you with practical details.
Online distribution

Email, social media, website, offline
Tracking of survey email invitations
Reminders send-outs
Email reputation control and support
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Robust IT
delivers
limitless
performance
Nfield delivers outstanding technical performance which always scales
to meet your needs. Simultaneously runs as many surveys as you want at
any given time, with rapid collection of unlimited numbers of responses.
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Benefit from the world-leading ability of the
Microsoft Azure cloud

Extraordinary data collection performance

Known for its outstanding performance, security and reliability, the

solutions which enables you to simultaneously publish a multitude of new

Microsoft Azure cloud is ranked by independent authorities as one of the

surveys and send out an even greater number of survey invitations. This

best in existence. This is why we chose it to host Nfield Online. The way

is especially important for research projects with an extensive or even

we’ve built Nfield Online in the Microsoft Azure cloud actually strengthens

global reach. Nfield Online processes the following volumes per customer

the capabilities it offers to our customers.

Nfield Online domain:

Nfield Online is built into one of the world’s strongest technological

Nfield Online smoothly gets to grips with any volume of data and type

Projects – 150 concurrently running surveys

of requirements being demanded from it. This means you can work

Email send-outs – 200,000 per day

without limits to the number of surveys, survey questions or respondents

Respondents – 25,000 in one email batch

simultaneously in action. This is defined in detail in the following chapter.

Collected responses – 50,000 responses per hour

Our developers are in continuous cooperation with the Microsoft team to
keep everything running smoothly and to add further integration.
Technology

Microsoft Azure cloud
NIPO is a Microsoft Gold Partner
Run as many concurrent online surveys
as you need
Utilized by 250+ MROs in 70+ countries
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TIP

NEED MORE? Higher volumes can be arranged
through notifying our team in advance.

Flexible data
management
Nfield Online gives you an instant view on how your running surveys are
performing. You can filter and group respondents according to a range of
variables, including those who haven’t started or completed the survey
yet, so you can send reminders as appropriate.
Market
Researcher

The reporting interface immediately visualizes collected responses in
graphic form, providing you with real-time insights into your research
right from the start. To complement this, our connecting tools enable you
to seamlessly integrate survey data with other systems.

Gender
Interview
ID

import
date

Email
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Last
activity

last invitation
status

First, next,
or last
invitation

Invitation
count
Response
code

Respondent
key
Survey
result

More than

Less than

equal to

Control over respondents

Embedded monitoring and reporting

The Nfield Online Manager allows you to filter, group, and delete

The Nfield Online Manager automatically

respondents as you please. Respondent management is fully
customizable, giving you the ability to create and add your own variables



for filtering data.

have been successfully completed, or dropped.


Email contacts can be organized in separate batches with their own
names. This allows you to filter data on a batch level.
Default variables

Interview ID
Import date
Email
Gender
Last activity (date)
Last invitation status (date)
First, next, or last invitation (date)
Invitation count (how many invitations/
reminders the respondent has received)
Response code
Respondent key
Survey result (successful, screened out,
dropped out, spam report and so one)
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reports how the survey is performing, and how many surveys
creates a summary report on how each survey question was

answered. This provides you with an instant overview of your
survey project’s results.

Data integration with external tools
We understand that you work with a variety of tools from different
providers. That’s why we designed Nfield Online to easily integrate with
your existing systems. Nfield Online happily integrates with all the most
popular research tools and, in addition to that, we’ve developed a special
tool for connecting to SPSS/Unicom Intelligence.

Data exports

Text formatted (ASCII/Unicode)
Microsoft Excel
Triple-S (XML)
SPSS/Unicom Intelligence
APIs

Efficiently
priced for
every user
However big or small your online survey requirements are, Nfield Online
offers a suitable plan with competitive and transparent pricing.
Nfield Online’s pricing model is designed to give you maximum flexibility.
Costs are optimized according to survey volume per year and the level
of additional features and services provided. The longer and higher the
commitment, the more advantageous the cost. Even though our pricing
model is designed as an annual plan, it can be adapted to a shorter
commitment.
No matter which plan you choose, support and 24/7 system monitoring is
always included in the price.
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Unrivalled
data security
Cyber attacks are increasing in both number and scale, impacting all kinds of
companies in all kinds of industries. Market researchers need to be as aware
as anyone about the possible threats and arm themselves with software that
protects survey data and company reputation.
NIPO, the company behind Nfield, is the only survey solutions provider in the world
certified to an international security standard. Our ISO 27001:2013 certification
shows how seriously we take data security. In fact, we believe your data is safer
with Nfield Online than it is with any local survey system you might use.
What’s more, Nfield Online is compliant with relevant local data privacy
regulations, wherever you are in the world. Our systems are offered from
various locations around the globe and we can even support hosting data in
local data centers.
Data Security

Ability to choose from user roles
Full access and password control

ISO 27001:2013
certified and
GDPR compliant

Overview of who is logged in, and when
Data encryption at different levels
Secured SSL communication throughout
ISO 27001:2013 certified
Regular independent 3rd party audits of data security
Compliant with the EU GDPR
24/7 monitoring of system availability
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About NIPO
NIPO develops Online, CAPI and CATI survey
solutions specifically to serve the needs of
professional market researchers.
For over 20 years, we have been working closely alongside market
research organizations to continually deepen and freshen our insights
into their challenges, in order to create truly purposeful solutions.
This unique bond means we have robust practical knowledge of how to
efficiently organize survey distribution of any scale. Which enables us to
serve our customers with exceptionally well-thought-through products,
particularly when it comes to tackling large scale national and global
projects. Our unrivalled combination of deep industry understanding and
high-level IT expertise means our customers benefit from survey software
which is genuinely designed with their success in mind.
Nfield Online is already proud to serve

Ireland

Worldwide
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The Netherlands

Belgium

Japan

Germany

Norway

Austria

Contact

Amsterdam

Hong Kong

Buenos Aires

hello@nipo.com
+31 20 522 59 89
www.nipo.com

